All our

Gutfers

gutters are supplied

in standard l829mm (6ft)

lengths

and the range of fittings includes outlets, angles, stopends, union

The most popular system for domestic installations.
Available in four sizes: 100mm (4"), 115mm (4.5")
125mm (5") & 150mm (6").
Various size outlets to suit round rainwater pipes.

clips and fascia brackets.
Rainwater pipes available in round, rectangular & square shapes
all 1829mm (6ft) long, together with a range of fittings including
bends, branches offsets, access pipes and shoes.

An altemative to the plain half round system, this gutter
is particularly popular in Scotland. Produced in four
sizes: 100mm (4"), 115mm (4.5"), 125mm (5") &
150mm (6") with outlets to fit round rainwater pipes.

The OG pattern gutter was traditionally popular in the
southem part of the England in Victorian times.
Three sizes are available: 100mm (4"), 115mm (4.5")
& 125mm (5"). Outlets available in 65mm (2.5") &
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The complete product range is supplied in a grey zinc phosphate

primer coat suitable for undercoat and gloss finish

of

your

choice.

Hargreaves Foundry has been in the cast iron business for
over a century and this has provided a legacy of knowledge,
experience and skills that equips us to meet the needs of our
customers.
We are able to offer not only standard products detailed here
but also many special patterns of gutters, pipes and rainwater
heads.

This gutter profile was specifically designed for
Nottingham Corporation and provides a larger capacity
than the traditional OG pattern. Available in 115mm
(4.5") only with a choice of outlet sizes to suit.

For all your cast iron rainwater requirements we have the
range available to offer a solution.

A popular choice for larger properties with a pleasing
appearance due to the intemally jointed design, creating
a continuous unintemrpted gutter line.
Available in two sizes: 100mm x '75mm (4" x 3") & 125mm x
100mm (5" x 4") with outlets in various sizes for round,
rectangular and square rainwater pipes.

A high capacity gutter available in two sizes:
l00mm x 75mrn (4" x 3") & l25mm r 75mm 15" x 3").
Outlets to suit 65mm (2.5") & 75mm (3")

Available from

round rainwater pipes.

This gutter is commonly used on commercial buildings due
to its high rainwater capacity. Manufactr.rred in size 100mm x
75mm (4" x 3") and a choice of outlets for round, rectangular
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Web: www.stonewarestudios.com

Rainwater Pipes
Round rainwater pipes

& fittings available with or

without ears.
Manufactured in the foilowing sizes: 65mm (2.5"),
75mm (3"), i00mm (4") & 150mm (6") in standard
1829mm (6ft) lengths.
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Rectangular and square pipes & fittings available
with or without ears.
Sizes: 100mm x 75mm (4" x 3"), 125mm x 100mm (5" x 4")
150mm x 100mm (6" x 4") Rectangular plus 75mm x 75mm
(3" x 3"), 100mm x 100mm (4" x 4") & 725mm x 125mm
(5" x 5") square in standard 1829mm (6ft) lengths.
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Heads/ Hoppers
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These illustrations indicate a very small selection from the ranges of ornamental rainwater heads available.
We have in excess of 45 patterns from which to choose or if required will manufacture to your requirements.
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